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The PPP method is modified by replacing the net atomic population by gross 
atomic population in the matrix elements it  has been shown that this simple 
modification greatly improves the method by inclusion of many of the one, two 
and three (jentre electron repulsion integrals
The PPP method rests upon the assumptions that atomic orbitals overlap 
nowhere in the space (Pariser and Parr 1953a, 1953b) Pople 1953), i e , if and (j>p 
are the two atomic orbitals in the space, then
dr — 0, ( 1 )
l^horofore in the simplification of the Rootliaau equation (Roothaan 1951) for the 
matrix elements
wr)] (2)
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all electron repulsion integrals (/iv, Atr) defined as
... (3)
are neglected except =  v and A ^  (t, so that one gels
(4)
== (5)
In eqs. (2), (4) and (5) //C 'is the core Hamiltonian operator defined as
lie _  1 „ (6)
a
where T is the kinetic energy operator and rtiprosoritB the potential duo to the 
neutral atom q. stands for w)
In oq. (4) represents the not atomic population at atom //.. Now this not 
atomic population can bo very conveniently replaced by the gross atomic popu­
lation first considered by Mulhkon (1955a, 1962, 1955b) and defined as
(7)
whence eq (4) may be modified as
2: i .p ,A o r .x  (8)
Hero the quantity Pfia^„„ may bo considered as the electronic population of the 
atomic overlap distribution and the diagonal terms such as Pfi^ Syi,i may be 
associated with net atomic population at atom /a
N oav our jDurpoBo is to show how this simple roplacoment improves the original 
PPP  method. Consider the Roothaan equation given by oq (2). The complete 
expansion of this equation gives
+  ^  (/*/“’) 2i S Py^ „\{[ifi, X(x) \{iiX, fi(r)\
XviU
(9)
Here few terms can be merged into the others and some such as (^/lA, /ucr) which 
are very small in magnitude can bo neglected, so that eq. (9) canbe re-written as
=  P^„{fili,ii(T)^- 2 A(t).
a X^ H
( 10)
For further simplification of th’s equation Mulliken’s approximation (Mullilcen 
1949a, 1949b) for the evaluation of three and four centre electron repulsiim inte­
grals can be used. According to him
[fiv, Atr) =  ” • (11)
Therefor© on using the formula (11), w© can write equation (10) as
+  S S P\o'S^ xa('yux+')'/ta)- ••• (12)O \^ n
Hero the last summation terms is a sum of two summations
S ^ P u ^ u y t i x  and S S\^ n ff^ jU \^ u Of^ n
which are equivalent to each other, hone© eq, (12) can be re-written as
Ffifi — S PnaSfiff{ynn~^ 'Yita)-\- 2j ^ P\o^ \ayv-\ ■■■ (13)
Lastly one more approximation can be made. We can replace y^  ^ and by 
their average value y, so that eq. (13) may become
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- P/ia'^ H^a'^  ^ ^ Pxa^o T0 \^ U 0^ 1
(14)
It may be pointed out that if and 7 are loft empirical parameters, then 
there is a close similarity between equations (14) and (8). In deriving equation 
(14) we have retained most of the one, two and throe centre electron repulsion 
integrals It can bo concluded therefore that the replacement of the net atomic 
population by gross atomic population improves the PPP method by including 
most of the one to three centre integrals in the diagonal matrix elements.
TIio author th;mks Ur G Govil of his group for the valuable discussions.
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